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Lecture Outline
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The basics of managing
data files



Opening SPSS
• Start → All Programs → SPSS Inc→ SPSS 19.0 → 

SPSS 19.0





Opening SPSS

• The default window will have the data editor

• There are two sheets in the window:

1. Data view 2. Variable view



Variable View window: Type

• Type

– Click on the ‘type’ box. The two basic types of variables that you
will use are numeric and string. This column enables you to
specify the type of variable.



Variable View window: Width

• Width

– Width allows you to determine the number of
characters SPSS will allow to be entered for the
variable



Variable View window: Decimals

• Decimals

– Number of decimals

– It has to be less than or equal to 16

3.14159265



Variable View window: Label

• Label

– You can specify the details of the variable

– You can write characters with spaces up to 256
characters



Variable View window: Values

• Values

– This is used and to suggest which
numbers represent which categories when
the variable represents a category



Defining the value labels

• Click the cell in the values column as shown below

• For the value, and the label, you can put up to 60 characters.

• After defining the values click add and then click OK.

Click



How to make a new data set?

• We will create now a data set on our
own.

• Types of variables

– String

– Numeric

• Are you ready for this creation
procedure?



Open “Άσκηση 3. ulcer_recurrence”



Example 1

Click



Click



Saving the data

• To save the data file you created simply click ‘file’ and click
‘save as.’ You can save the file in different forms by clicking
“Save as type.”

Click



Sorting the data

• Click ‘Data’ and then click Sort Cases



Sorting the data (cont’d)
• Double Click ‘Name of the students.’ Then click

ok.

Click

Click



Example 2

• How would you sort the data by the time of
their last visit of patients in descending
order?

• Answer

– Click data, sort cases, double click ‘time of last
visit in months,’ click ‘descending,’ and finally
click ok.



Transforming data

• Click ‘Transform’ and then click ‘Compute Variable…’



Transforming data (cont’d)

• Example: Adding a new variable named ‘lnAge’ which is
the natural log of height

– Type in lnAge in the ‘Target Variable’ box. Insert ‘ln(Agen in
years [age])’ in the ‘Numeric Expression’ box. Click OK

Click



Transforming data (cont’d)

• A new variable ‘lnheight’ is added to the table



Reverse Coding

• Transform > Recode > Into Different Variables

Click



Reverse Coding



Example 3

• Create a new variable named “sqrtAge”
which is the square root of Age

• Answer



Applications

• If the distribution turns out to be bimodal, a median
or mean will be of little use.

• More often bimodal distributions give us a clear
signal that we have lumped together two (or more)
data sets which should have been separate.
– Example: If women are paid less than men, income data

for a given level of education turns to be bimodal.



Normality explorations



Data Analysis

• Data analysis embraces both the problem of
finding an appropriate model, on the one hand,
and model estimation and testing, on the other.

• In this context normality assumption becomes
important.

• In social sciences, it is hard to find typical bell
shaped normal distribution.
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Data Analysis
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Open “Άσκηση 1. cholesterol”





Open “Άσκηση 2. exercise”



Open “Άσκηση 2. exercise”


